
AKVIS NatureArt 12.1: Nature Effects for Your Photos

August 15, 2023 — AKVIS announces an update of AKVIS NatureArt, cross-platform software which allows
users to add natural phenomena to images. Version 12.1 offers an updated algorithm for the Ice effect
and some usability, compatibility, and stability improvements.

AKVIS  NatureArt allows users to add natural  phenomena to images. With the software, it's easy to
change the weather, time of day, season, or other features in photos. The program equipped with 12
nature  effects and  a  versatile  collection  of  impressive  presets,  allows  users  to  create  realistic
landscapes and fantasy designs. Add some flair to your photo, freeze your picture or light it up, put a
magnificent rainbow, add scattering stars, iridescent nebulae, or a raging flame!

The  NatureArt  software  allows  users  to  manipulate  these  breathtaking  nature  effects:
Rain, Sun, Water, Lightning, Clouds, Frost, Rainbow, Aurora, Fire, Ice, Night Sky, and Snow. From
these basic effects it's possible to create an even wider variety of natural phenomena: transform the sun
into the moon, get moss from frost, create clouds-based fog, and much more!

Version 12.1 offers an improved algorithm for the Ice effect which helps you to cover any surface in
ice. The update offers enhancements in the algorithm of this premium effect, providing better adjusting
of icing to selection edges. With this spectacular effect, it's possible to bring a breath of frosty air to the
hottest summer day.

Also, the new version includes some usability, compatibility, and stability improvements.

AKVIS NatureArt is available for download at akvis.com. It's possible to try all features of the software
during the 10-day trial period.

The software is multi-platform and runs on Windows 7/8/8.1/10/11 (32/64-bit),  macOS 10.12 (Sierra) -
macOS 13 (Ventura) (64-bit), and Linux OS (64-bit).

AKVIS  NatureArt  can  be  used  as  a  standalone  application  and  as  plugin  for  compatible  graphics
editors: AliveColors by AKVIS, Adobe Photoshop, Corel PaintShop Pro, Affinity Photo, ON1 Photo RAW, and
other image editing programs.

The program supports  a  multi-language  interface  and  allows  users  to  change  the  language  in  the
program preferences on the fly.

AKVIS NatureArt comes in Home, Home Deluxe, and Business lifetime licenses, with differing levels of
functionality.  The Home license (Plugin or Standalone,  8 effects) sells for $ 72,  Home Deluxe license
(Plugin+Standalone, 12 effects) is available for $ 106, the Business licenses (Plugin+Standalone, 12 effects,
for commercial use) - for $ 189.

The update is free for users who bought the software in the last 12 months. Users, whose licenses are
older and are not valid for the new version, can get NatureArt 12.1 for only $14.95. For more details about
the software, please visit akvis.com.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com)  specializes  in  the  development  of  photo  &  video  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful multi-platform products. The
company always keeps up with the times,  updates its  products with cutting-edge technologies,  and
launches innovative, inspiring products.
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